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			Entrance to the ordering system

            

            Save your time, cooperate with us!

                We provide office printing devices repair, sale and rent (printers, scanners, copiers) and everything that is connected with it.
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                    Long term agreement

(more than 30 days)
                    
                      
                      

                
 
                
                
        
            
                Choose printing  type 
                Printer
MFU


            

            
            
                Choose a device format 
                A3
A4


            

            
            
                Choose print type 
                Mono
Color


            

            
             
                The estimated number of listings in a month 
                to 4000
over 4000
over 50000
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                    info@rfserviss.lv

                

                SIA "RF serviss"

				VAT Nr.: LV 40103171074

				Adress: Lienes 18a-39/42, 

				Riga, LV - 1009 (city center) 

				Phone: +371 29697199;  +371 29829421

			

			
		

		
            
			
				Service

					Production
	Manufacturing
	Technology
	Printing devices repair
	Printing devices maintenance
	Guarantee
	Manuals
	Publications
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				Cartridges

				Cartridges refill


Analog


Original


Сartridges compatibility


Empties purchase-sale




			
				Printing equipment

				New


Refurbished


Repair


Service


Request for repair
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					Printers rent
	Rent request
	
                            Rent calculator
                       




			
				Safeq and optimization

					Safeq
	Office work optimization
	Data security audit
	Audit request
	
                            ECONOMY CALCULATORS
                       




			
				Product catalogue

					Sale
	Consumables for printers and copiers
	Paper
	Parts and materials for cartridges refill, packing
	Parts and materials for printers and copiers repair
	Cleaners for printers service
	Office supplies
	Printing devices - printers and copiers
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	Terms of delivery
	CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY 
	Contract form
	Vacancy
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             We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you agree with it.   
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